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A statistical procedure for quality control in diagnostic
laboratories
M. J. GODDARD1

The accuracy ofresultsfrom any epidemiologicalproject depends upon theperformance
ofall stages ofdata collection and handling. One link in this chain may involve microscopic
inspection ofspecimens and the purpose of this article is to describe means ofassessing the
accuracy ofthis stage. Two aspects merit consideration: the design ofa sampling system and
the collection and interpretation ofthe results. The importance ofdesign is stressed, but the
considerable variation in individual circumstances rules out afull treatment ofthe topic. A
method ofrecord keeping is described together with a methodfor graphicalpresentation of
results. A procedure is outlinedfor detecting unacceptable performances and some of the
statistical considerations are discussed.

The large amounts of effort and money that are
being invested in epidemiological and clinical research
have resulted in the introduction of new methods and
devices capable of increasing accuracy and reproduci-
bility. However, there are many steps in any project
between the drawing of specimens from a field popu-
lation and the publication of results. Given that
precise results can be obtained in only a few stages of
any process, the validity of any set of data is
determined by whichever step introduces the most
error.

This article is concerned primarily with the detec-
tion and assessment of errors made by microscopists
examining specimens in diagnostic laboratories. Even
with strictly controlled sample preparation and micro-
scopes capable of excellent resolution, a microscopist
may produce incorrect results for a multitude of
reasons, both psychological and physical.
One way of determining the frequency and magni-

tude of such incorrect results is by performing checks
on a sample of a technician's counts. Regimens to
perform this task routinely have been termed
"acceptance sampling" schemes and have originated
in industrial situations. The implementation of such
schemes is fairly simple, the cost requirement is quite
low, and results are readily obtained, summarized,
and understood. Such tools offer the same kind of
benefit as an insurance policy: when things "go well"
there is no worry, but when a technician begins to give
poor results this will quickly become evident.
One example of an "acceptance sampling" or

quality control scheme has been used in St Lucia in the
West Indies (1). A much more traditional scheme,
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whose statistical properties are better known, is
presented below. The design of such a sampling
scheme is discussed and suggestions are made on the
method of recording results. The graphical presen-
tation of results is also outlined. Finally, a statistical
test that may be applied to the data obtained is
described.

DESIGN IN QUALITY CONTROL

The topic of design, although dealt with only briefly
here, is of considerable importance. Prospective users
of quality control schemes should be particularly wary
of employing strict statistical tools on haphazardly
operated sampling schemes. The considerations of
design in quality control are not unlike those relating
to the operation of clinical trials. Recourse to quali-
fied statistical advice, where possible, is strongly
recommended. A "well designed" scheme may be
scientifically correct but very difficult to operate. A
statistician will be able to devise a sampling scheme
that is not only valid but also capable of comfortable
operation.
By way of example, here is one scheme used by the

Tropical Research Centre in Ndola, Zambia, for
assessing various indicators of the intensity of infec-
tion of Schistosomiasis haematobium. It is based on a
technique suggested by Davis (2). Slides prepared by
this method are wet when read and thus checking must
be done soon after the original count is made. As
counts are performed, results are entered in the tech-
nician's results book using a standard code. (Sten-
ographers' spiral pads have been found useful here.)
When 5 slides have been read, the chief technician, by
means of a random number, selects one to be checked
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(taking care to avoid seeing the results of the first
count). The check counts are recorded in a separate
results book and the collation of results is performed
later.
The selection of the random number is performed

according to a strict statistical procedure. Tables of
random digits exist (3,4) and special dice can now be
obtained to generate numbers easily. In the above
scheme, 1 in 5 slides is checked. It was felt that by the
time the technician had read more than 5 slides, the
slide first read would have become too dry to be
checked. For other diagnostic techniques, there may
be other criteria that restrict the sampling fraction to
certain values.

Special care is recommended for counts made at the
beginning and end of examination periods. When a
technician has finished counting with fewer than 5
slides, a random number is still drawn and the first few
slides from the next examination period are checked to
make up a full complement. If 3 slides remain and the
random number is 2, the appropriate slide is checked
on the same day. If, however, the random number is 5,
then the second slide in the next period is checked. The
temptation to ignore the few remainders should be
avoided: the chance of an erroneous count in these
samples may exceed that for all other samples.

RECORD KEEPING

It is important to recognize that there are two
possible goals in using a statistical quality control
scheme. For many, the graphical display of the results
will be s4ifficient. This will enable administrators to
decide whether the quality of microscopy is adequate
and may discourage microscopists from producing
poor performances (which are readily observed by
all). In other instances, it may be convenient not only
to use the display aspects but also to take advantage of
statistical tools to detect poor microscopy. The
graphical aspects of the technique may be termed the
"empirical" phase, and the testing aspects the "stat-
istical" phase. Researchers wishing to use statistical
techniques must be aware of the empirical aspects, but
those solely interested in descriptive aspects need not
understand the statistical section.

In order to implement any of the procedures to be
described, the investigator will be required to make at
least 2 and at most 4 strictly defined decisions. It is
convenient to group the first 2 (in order of presen-
tation) and call them empirical decisions. These will be
made regardless of the purpose of the application. The
second 2 decisions might be described as statistical and
are only required of investigators interested in per-
forming statistical tests. Some of these decisions
require the selection of parameter values. The term

"scheme" will apply to the procedure as specified by
one set of parameters, and the phrase "choice of
scheme" should be taken to mean the choice of a set of
parameters.

All laboratories have specified methods of record-
ing and transcribing data from which epidemiological
or therapeutic decisions are made. In order to
implement a quality control scheme, no alteration in
any on-going method is suggested, but the preparation
of a special register for the tabulation of results of
checking (not for recording all the new data) is
outlined.

It is recommended that for each technician a
separate book or section in a book be reserved. A
binder is convenient for this purpose as the size can be
increased as records accumulate and changes in staff
will not involve much bookkeeping. It is further advo-
cated that sheets be numbered as they are added to the
master records.
For each slide checked, an entry is made in the

register. An example is shown in Table 1 and each
column is described below.a
Column 1. The date need not be noted on each

entry.

Column 2. The microscopist's results are recorded.
This value should not be known before the checking
technician performs the second count. A standard
code will facilitate later inspection of the results.
Column 3. The check count is entered using the

same code as in column 2.

Column 4. The difference (i.e., column 2-column
3) is calculated and recorded. This is not directly re-
quired for the procedure to be described, but may
prove useful for later assessment of the microscopist's
performance.
Column 5. The accuracy of the microscopist's

result is marked. The selection of what is accepted and
what is rejected requires the first empirical decision.
The basis for this decision depends upon the diagnos-
tic method employed and the laboratory policy. It is
strongly recommended that the senior technician, in
collaboration with other interested staff, draw up a
strict outline of which types of error are acceptable
and which are not. In quantitative counts, for
example, an error of, say, 5 may be unimportant if the
true count is 500, but very important if the true count
is 2. An undercount may be more dangerous than an
overcount (particularly if a check shows evidence of
infection in a slide originally read as uninfected). A
prepared outline of the components of this decision
will aid the supervising technician and will enable

a Columns 8 and 9, which concern the abbreviated procedure, are
discussed on pages 317-319.
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different laboratories to form a basis for comparing
error rates of technicians. Lastly, by expressing a
quantitative result in qualitative form, some infor-
mation is lost, a point that is discussed later under
"Final comments".

Column 6. For each slide checked that is deemed
acceptable a score of -1 is entered. For each error, a
positive value (b) (5 in this example) is assigned. As
familiarity with the record keeping system is gained, it
will become unnecessary to complete both columns 5
and 6.
The choice of the value for b will require the second

empirical decision. The investigator wishing to initiate
a quality control scheme will need to decide on the
proportion of errors that he deems to be tolerable. Let
this proportion be po. When a technician appears to
be making errors (as judged by the proportion of
checks being rejected) consistent with an underlying
error rate equal to, or less than po, his overall
performance is taken as acceptable. The value of po

must be set before the procedure is begun, in order to
fix the value of b. The value ofpo may be arbitrarily
chosen, or a pilot study may be undertaken to deter-
mine a suitable value. (Different values of po were
tried in St Lucia and the value of 1/30 was chosen.)
Once po is chosen, the value of b will depend upon

whether or not the quality control scheme is used for
descriptive or statistical purposes. For the latter case,
the choice of b is discussed below under "Statistical
aspects". When the sole intention of the exercise is to
collect data and plot the results, the choice of b is
readily made. If po is an error rate of 1 in n, then
b = n-i . Forpo = 1/30, we have b = 29. The reason
for this choice ofb will be clearer after the next column
is described.

Column 7. The cumulative score is calculated,
being the sum of the previous total score and the
current score. This "cuscore" is set at 0 when the
scheme is initiated, or a new technician begins, and
continues as long as the records are kept.

Table 1. Example of a register sheet for checks on the performance of a microscopist

Abbreviated procedure
Micro- (se pp. 317-319)

scopist's Checker's Difference Abbreviated No. No. of
Date count count (2) - (3) Mark Score Cuscore cuscore wrong checks
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

18May 1 1 0 P -1 -1 0 1
110 105 5 , -1 -2 0 2
15 15 0 -1 -3 0 3
0 1 -1 x +5 2 5 1 4

18 19 -1 -1 1 4 1 5
50 45 5 -1 0 3 1 6
0 0 0 -1 -1 2 1 7
8 8 0 -1 -2 1 1 8
10 10 0 -1 -3 0 1 9

150 160 -10 -1 -4 1 10

l9 May 30 28 2 -1 -5 1 1 1
90 85 5 -1 -6 1 12
0 0 0 -1 -7 1 13

340 520 -180 x + 5 -2 5 2 14
15 15 0 , - 1 -3 4 2 15
3 3 0 0 -1 -4 3 2 16

120 10 110 x + 5 1 8 3 17
110 115 -5 l - 1 0 7 3 18
60 70 -10 - - 1 -1 6 3 19
20 20 0 -1 -2 5 3 20
0 0 0 -1 -3 4 3 21
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The choice of b = 29 for po = 1/30, referred to
above, should be clearer now. When a microscopist
makes errors consistently more often than 1 in 30, then
the cuscore will tend to remain positive. A good per-
formance, with an error rate of 1/30 or less, will lead
to near zero or negative cuscores.

Column 10. The cumulative number of checks per-
formed is recorded continuously (regardless of the
purpose for which the data are collected). As with the
cuscore, it is wrong to start again at the beginning of a
new year, or at the beginning of each new page. The
values are tabulated from the initiation of the scheme
or the start of a microscopist and always increase.
The use of a cuscore, as tabulated in column 7, will

facilitate graphical presentation of results but does not
directly provide the current number of errors made. If
the cumulative score after check number m is given by
Sm in column 7, then the number of errors made is

(sm + m) / (b + 1)
and the error rate is

(Sm+m) / (m(b+ 1)).

GRAPHICAL DISPLAY

The columns of figures, set out as in Table 1,
facilitate the construction of graphs to summarize
results. It is convenient to plot the cuscore from
column 7 along the y axis. The example provided in
Table 1 is plotted in Fig. 1. It is seen that incorrect
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Fig. 1. Cuscore graph of example for which the register
sheet is shown in Table 1 (Full procedure).

counts result in large jumps up and correct counts in
small jumps down. Poor performances will produce
upward trends, better performances will result in
downward slopes. The example displayed is hypo-
thetical and has a large number of errors (3 in 21
checks) to demonstrate the nature of the path traced.
As records accumulate over a long period for

established microscopists, it will be necessary to
continue the graphs on further sheets. The horizontal
liney = 0 will not be needed on all graphs. In plotting
the results for a good technician, the cuscore will tend
toward the lower right corner. In this case the par-
ticular negative value ofy at the end of one sheet will
have to be taken into account in deciding upon the
upper value ofy on the next page: this will also depend
on the value of b used. Further comments on the
choice of the scale are relevant to those wishing to
employ statistical tests and are discussed under "Final
comments".

STATISTICAL ASPECTS

It is emphasized that the principal benefits of this
exercise are to be found in the disciplines of making
the empirical decisions described above, in collecting
the data, and in displaying the results. An adminis-
trator may wish to decide on a non-statistical basis
whether or not the quality of microscopy is adequate.
In similar situations in industrial settings, statistical
tests have been studied that will detect poor perform-
ances. It is a simple matter to perform these tests, but
the decision to do so will affect the procedure, even for
empirical purposes, in that b is not taken as the
obvious n- 1 for po = 1/n; rather, b is assigned an
arbitrary value based on statistical properties.

In some circumstances, a laboratory may be
interested purely in the statistical aspects and may
wish to dispense with the graphical procedure. It is
possible to effect a considerable saving in graphing,
and the main register does not then need to be as
complete as usual. This situation will be considered
after the full approach has been described.

The fullprocedure
The second empirical decision described on page

315 involved the selection of a proportion of errors
deemed to be tolerable for the laboratory. Although
this is naturally thought of as an upper limit, it is quite
possible that a microscopist may occasionally have an
observed error rate greater than po and yet, over a
longer period, may still perform with an overall error
rate that is acceptable. This is due to the random way
in which errors occur: one does not expect every
thirtieth count to be wrong-but 1 in 30 "on
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average". Thus, while acceptable performances are
reflected by cuscore charts sloping downwards, even
an acceptable performance may occasionally slope
upwards. It is the aim of a statistical test to differen-
tiate between upward jumps due to random fluctu-
ations in an acceptable performance and upward
jumps due to an unacceptable performance. It is
worth bearing in mind as well that any criterion will
occasionally adjudge what is basically an acceptable
performance to be unacceptable. (Unfortunately, it
can be proved mathematically that for a given chart
any criterion will eventually be exceeded for any non-
zero value of Po.) It is the aim of any well chosen
scheme to minimize the chances of this occurring and
maximize the chance of an unacceptable performance
being quickly detected.

Instead of calculating the probability of rejection
for schemes with different underlying error rates
(denoted by p), a simpler procedure, based on the
average run length, or "ARL", is used. The number
of checks performed until a reasonable criterion is
exceeded should depend on the value of p and may
therefore vary. Of interest are the mean and the stan-
dard deviation of this distribution. The choice of
scheme will be based on the ARL for various values of
p: when p = po, a large ARL is desired and when p
exceeds po a low ARL is sought.
Page (5) considered procedures appropriate to

these circumstances. The criterion on which a test is
based is the difference between the current cuscore
and the lowest previous cuscore. In Table 1, after 21
checks the cuscore was -3 and the lowest previous
cuscore -7 giving a difference of 4. An upper limit, h,
for this value is taken as the criterion. Any micro-
scopist's performance where this difference equals or
exceeds h is deemed unacceptable.
The test is readily applied to the graph of results if

two parallel lines separated by h units (on the vertical
scale) are etched on clear plastic. The lower line is
placed on the lowest point of the cuscore graph. If the
graph surpasses the upper parallel line to the right of
this lowest point, the microscopist is deemed to be
making errors more frequently than specified by po.
Positions of the rejection lines for each check are given
by the dashed lines in Fig. 1.

In order to obtain values of b and h for use in this
procedure, the investigator is required to make two
more decisions. Given that a laboratory has deter-
mined the upper level of errors (po), the ARL for the
scheme at this value must be chosen. This is thefirst
statistical decision. Naturally, one requires this ARL
to be fairly large in order to avoid declaring acceptable
performances "not acceptable" too often.
The second statistical decision can be made in one

of two ways. In the simplest version, a value ofp (say
Pi ) that is deemed as "not acceptable" is chosen and

the ARL for this value of Pi is specified. In Table 2,
3 sets of values of ARL are given for b = 3, 5, and 10
and for various values of h. For example, taking
po = 1/30 and arbitrarily setting the ARL for this
value of po at 2000, then to obtain an ARL of about
100 when pi = 1/10, it will be necessary to use b = 5
and h = 11, as in Table 1 and Fig. 1.
The second approach to this problem is as follows.

Given that a value ofp0 and its associated ARL have
been decided, then there are various combinations of
b and h that can be used. Rather than deciding on an
ARL at a given value of Pi, the investigator may
compare the decreases in ARL as the probability of a
mistaken reading increases. In general at higher values
of b, the drop in ARL as p increases is steeper. For
large values of b and h, however, there may be diffi-
culties in the graphing of the cuscore.

Table 2 presents both the values of theARL and the
standard deviations of these distributions, when the
SD exceeds the ARL by more than 1. (The standard
deviations were obtained from equation 14 on page
368 of Ewan & Kemp, 6.) The variance of the distri-
bution is the sum of the squares of the ARL and
another, possibly much smaller, factor. Thus stan-
dard deviations are equal to, or slightly larger than,
the associated ARL. (As the run length is necessarily
positive, the distribution is positively skewed and very
large run lengths may occasionally occur.) Average
run lengths exceeding 10 000 are not shown in Table 2.
As the choice of po is often an arbitrary decision,

then so too are the choices of b and h. In estab-
lishments seriously seeking to pursue a quality control
scheme, a trial period of data collection will make it
possible to decide on the most suitable values for these
parameters.

An abbreviatedprocedure
Any laboratory wishing solely to perform the

statistical procedures and not to use the full display
features described above can employ a modified tech-
nique that greatly reduces the need for graphing
(though all checks must still be performed). The out-
line for this work is given in an article by Ewan &
Kemp (6).

In this method of presenting results, cuscores are
kept only after errors have been made and only as long
as they are not negative; an example of the abbreviated
form of recording is given in columns 8 and 9 of Table
1. Notice that, once the full cuscore is dropped, the
current proportion of errors cannot be obtained and a
new column, the cumulative number wrong, has to be
added.
The modification pertains mostly to the graphical

presentation where one need only consider a chart of
vertical height h units. Much less time has to be spent
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Table 2. Average run lengths for various schemes'

Values of p:
Valuesoth 1/100 1/90 1/80 1/70 1/60 1/50 1/40 1/30 1/25 1/20 1/15 1/10

A. Table for b 3
4 3467 2820 2240 1727 1280 900 587 340 242 160 95 47

5 5101 4141 3281 2521 1861 1301 841 481 339 221 128 61

6 9816 7936 6256 4776 3496 2416 1535 855 590 374 208 92

7 4767 2799 1467 646 211

8 8491 4879 2479 1040 312

9 5143 1976 515

10 4701 949

1 1 8401 1496

12 2505
(2507)

13 4294

14 6977

B. Table forb 6
6 2140 1746 1392 1078 804 570 376 m 160 108 66 34

7 2632 2144 1706 1318 979 691 453 265 190 127 77 39

8 3435 2792 2215 1705 1262 885 575 332 235 155 92 45

9 4986 4038 3190 2443 1795 1248 800 452 316 204 117 55

10 9224 7413 5801 4389 3176 2162 1346 729 493 306 166 72

11 8892 4642 2029 1210 650 299 108
(301) (110)

12 6461 2760 1618 849 377 128
(379) (130)

13 9657 3998 2290 1163 493 156
(495) (158)

14 6308 3490 1692 673 194
(197)

15 5828 2636 958 246
(960) (249)

16 4258 1384 311
(1386) (315)

17 5546 1827 376
(1829) 1381)

18 8603 2469 460
(2471) (464)

19 3399 56S
(3402) (570)

20 4719 694
14721) (699)

C.Tableforb -10
11 1146 941 757 592 448 323 219 134 100 70 45 25

(27)
12 1256 1030 827 646 487 350 236 144 106 74 47 26

(49) (28)
13 1390 1139 912 711 535 383 257 155 114 79 50 27

(52) (29)
14 1561 1276 1021 793 594 424 283 169 124 85 53 29

(171) (55) (31)
15 1784 1466 1161 900 672 477 315 187 136 92 57 30

(189) (94) (58) (33)
16 2087 1699 1351 1043 775 547 358 210 151 102 62 32

(360) (212) (153) (104) (65) (35)
17 2523 2047 1621 1245 919 643 417 241 171 114 6B 35

(173) (116) (71) (38)
18 3203 2587 2037 1554 1137 787 502 283 196 129 76 38

(504) (285) (201) (132) (79) 142)
19 4412 3536 2759 2081 1501 1020 636 347 238 152 67 42

(349) (241) (155) (90) (46)
20 7160 5644 4319 3183 2234 1467 876 453 300 184 101 47

(878) (456) (303) (188) (105) (52)
21 6934 4460 2662 1432 6S0 411 236 122 53

(2664) (1434) (62) (414) (240) (126) (59)
22 8152 5212 3087 1641 744 468 259 131 56

(1643) (746) (461) (264) (136) (62)

Values of the ARL exceeding 10000 have been left blank. Thestandard deviation of the run distribution (which is not lessthan the ARL( is
shown in parentheses below the ARL if it exceeds the ARL by mnore than one.
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Fig. 2. Cuscore graph of example for which the register
sheet is shown in Table 1 (Abbreviated procedure).

in graphing as only portions of the full charts are
displayed. Obviously, the impact of a long decreasing
graph is lost when this approach is used (Fig. 2).

Final comments

Under "Graphical display", the position of the y
axis on continuation sheets was briefly discussed.

When a statistical approach is undertaken, this ques-
tion has a ready solution. For the full presentation, the
maximum value of the cuscore axis should be the
current minimum cuscore plus the value of the cri-
terion in h units. The situation for an abbreviated
statistical display is even simpler: only the values from
0 to h inclusive are required.
Page (5) presents a table from which values ofb and

h can be obtained, his calculations being based on an
approximate formula given by Burman (7). Thetables
shown here are based on Burman's paper rather than
Page's as with high-speed computers readily pro-
grammed, it was just as simple to obtain exact values
as are shown (after rounding) in Table 2.

Lastly, it was noted earlier that using a qualitative
result for a quantitative measure was inefficient. This
is undoubtedly true, but the loss in efficiency is offset
by added robustness of the procedure. To have used a
quantitative measure would have required a know-
ledge of the variance of this measure. This will depend
on many factors and will vary from disease to disease
and technique to technique. Given that the variance is
known, if it does follow a complicated pattern then
statistical methods would have to be adapted to allow
for this. The technique advocated avoids these prob-
lems and, though not efficient, has wider application.
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RtSUME

MtTHODE STATISTIQUE DE CONTROLE DE LA QUALITE DES TRAVAUX DE LABORATOIRE CLINIQUE

Dans l'article ci-dessus, I'auteur decrit une methode
permettant de contr6ler la qualite des examens au micro-
scope effectues par des techniciens de laboratoire clinique.
Pour un surplus minime de temps et d'argent, il est possible
de dresser un bilan precis des travaux qui met clairement en
evidence, pour chaque technicien, la qualite de ses presta-
tions recentes et celle des efforts fournis au cours de toute la
periode etudiee.

II convient de mettre au point tres soigneusement la
procedure qui sera appliquee A cette fin de maniere A en
assurer la valeur scientifique sans compliquer son execution.
Pour illustrer les points A prendre en consideration, I'auteur
donne en exemple la m6thode de contrble appliquee par un
laboratoire particulier. II est bien evident que chaque tech-
nique diagnostique a ses exigences, et il est donc recom-
mande de solliciter l'avis d'un statisticien pour qu'il mette
au point une methode de contr8le appropriee.

Une fois faites les verifications des travaux selon le
schema prevu, il n'est pas difficile d'en reunir les resultats et
de les traduire en tableaux et registres eloquents au moyen
d'un simple proced6 arithmetique. Le mode d'etablissement
de la "note cumulative" (designee en anglais par le terme
abrege "cuscore") est decrit, et un exemple de presentation
graphique de cette evaluation est donne. Le tableau corres-
pondant offre un temoignage precis de l'efficacite du
technicien pour chaque s6rie d'operations consid6ree, tout
en permettant d'apprecier cette efficacite pour toute la
periode prec6dente (tableau 1). A une efficacite mediocre
correspond une courbe ascendante tandis qu'une courbe
descendante traduit un bon rendement. Ces courbes permet-
tent au personnel administratif d'appr6cier aisement les
resultats du travail du personnel technique de laboratoire.
La methode presente aussi l'avantage de susciter une 6mula-
tion parmi les techniciens, dans la mesure oui ils se montrent
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soucieux d'obtenir la courbe la plus satisfaisante ou a tout le
moins d'eviter un classement en queue de peloton.
Une methode statistique destinee a faciliter le depistage

rapide d'un technicien dont le travail doit etre considere
comme inefficace est decrite. Elle est facile a appliquer a
partir du tableau des "notes cumulatives". Malheureuse-
ment, toute courbe exprimant l'ensemble des "notes cumu-
latives" peut a un moment donne etre declaree inacceptable,
meme lorsque l'efficacite du technicien en cause est gene-
ralement acceptable. Le nombre des controles a op&rer avant

que le rejet soit decide afin de pallier cet inconvenient dans
une certaine mesure est appelk ARL (Average Run Length).
Les differentes valeurs d'ARL-avec les ecarts types corres-
pondants, qui sont indiques entre parentheses-sont
donnees dans le tableau 2 pour plusieurs systemes de
contr8le de la qualite. Ceci devrait permettre aux chercheurs
qui souhaitent ameliorer un systeme de controle de verifier
les valeurs d'ARL pour les taux d'erreur acceptables et de
voir comment ces valeurs decroissent lorsque les taux
d'erreur augmentent.
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